Meeting Objectives

- Give input on Vermont’s Public Transit Policy Plan, particularly in the context of emerging challenges.
- Learn about quick, creative, or low-cost bike and pedestrian improvements in Burlington.
- Discuss how to apply Burlington’s solutions to Vermont’s smaller towns and rural areas.

Agenda

12:50 Arrival & Refreshments

1:00 Welcome, Introductions & Meeting Purpose

1:15 Public Transit Policy Plan: a Ten-Year Vision for Improved Transit Service in Vermont
   Ross MacDonald, Go! Vermont
   Q & A

   Discussion & Policy Input: What guidance can partners give the state, particularly looking at aging in place, responding to the opioid epidemic, and increasing quality of life for all Vermonters?

1:45 New Database of Statewide Bike & Pedestrian Data
   Jim Sullivan, UVM-TRC

2:00 Recent Multi-Modal Success Stories in Burlington Area
   Green Mountain Transit – Update on the downtown transportation centers
   Local Motion – Neighborhood Greenways: planning, public outreach & implementation
   Bryan Davis, CCRPC – Increasing transportation options through land use policies & downtown redevelopment
   Q & A

2:40 Quick Stretch & Break

2:45 Discussion: What technical resources, financing tools, outreach and public engagement methods, etc. from Burlington’s case studies can partners replicate at home to make meaningful change?

3:20 Biking, Walking, and Networking
   Bryan Davis & Nicole Losch will lead a short bike/walk tour of Burlington’s downtown transportation improvements. Try new Greenride Bikeshare, bring your own bike, or walk to explore these upgrades!

4:10 Close

Please fill out a MEETING EVALUATION before you go.